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ATCC® Minis Support the
Microbiological Quality Control of
Industrial Products
Share with others:

Microbial contamination of industrial products such as
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cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, paints, polymers, and
wood is a major concern. Without the proper
microbiological monitoring of raw materials, in-process and finished
products, equipment, and manufacturing procedures, product quality and
safety can be significantly affected.

To help support the microbiological testing of industrial products, ATCC
offers an array of trusted ATCC Genuine Cultures ® in a frozen, ready-to-
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use, “mini” format that saves precious time and resources. These ATCC ®
Minis are ideal for various quality control testing procedures, including:
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Susceptibility testing
Sterility testing
Growth promotion testing
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effectiveness testing
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Publications
ATCC ® Minis are authenticated and backed by ATCC polyphasic testing –
ensuring the consistency and reliability that you have come to trust from
ATCC Genuine Cultures ® .

Order ATCC ® Minis at www.atcc.org/minis.
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Quality Control Strains for Media Testing
Culture media is a basic tool of microbiology, supporting the propagation, preservation,
enumeration, and selection of most microbial strains. For microbiological quality control
laboratories, media is frequently used for environmental monitoring, microbial enumeration,
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and sterility testing. As the quality of these microbial-based tests are dependent on the
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quality and effectiveness of the associated culture media, it is imperative that each batch of
media undergoes quality control testing to ensure sterility, growth promotion, and minimal

lot-to-lot variability.

To support the quality control of microbial culture media, ATCC provides a variety of authenticated and fully
characterized microbiological strains for use in routine media sterility and growth promotion testing, minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) assays, and the analysis of selective/differential media.

Test the quality of your media today with ATCC strains!
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Quality Control Strains for
Commercial Kits and Instruments
A number of commercial firms
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ATCC ® Puzzle
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Test your microbial expertise with
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industry, I am a major cause for

specify ATCC Genuine Cultures ® as

concern in the production of topical
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products. Can you guess what I am?

antibiotic MIC, and antibiotic

Still puzzled? View the answers to
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susceptibility panels. With ATCC
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controls for rapid identification,

quality control strains, customers can
rely on polyphasic identification and
strain characterization, robust quality
systems, and proprietary systems for
managing strain stocks, meticulous
propagation, preservation, and
storage protocols.
Browse our collection of strains
specified or recommended for use
with commercial kits and
instruments.

ATCC® Excellence in Research Webinar Series
Registration is open for the upcoming webinar sessions on proficiency testing, vector-borne
disease, and the microbiological quality control of pharmaceutical products. Each webinar
features a highly experienced scientist who demonstrates how to utilize ATCC products and
services to advance your research. These presentations will take place on Thursdays at

10:00 AM and 3:00 PM ET from the location of your choice.

View our full listing of webinars at www.atcc.org/webinars.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Which ATCC microbial strains are tested for antibiotic resistance/sensitivity?
A: ATCC only tests those bacterial strains considered to be “quality control strains” by the Clinical Laboratory
Standards Institute (CLSI). CLSI lists breakpoint limits for antibiotics which are considered to be clinically relevant
for each quality control strain. The MIC value allows one to quantify antibiotic resistance/sensitivity. ATCC employs
a variety of methods for detecting susceptibility/resistance to antibiotics, including Kirby-Bauer, disc diffusion, and
VITEK ® . Which test(s) is used is dependent on the strain. In some cases, if a strain is found to be resistant to a
particular antibiotic we would perform an ‘E’ test to determine the MIC… Read more
Have more questions?
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